
Alphaplus - Size 6 Digital
• External	Height
• External	Width
• External	Depth
• Internal	Height
• Internal	Width
• Internal	Depth
• Storage	Capacity	(Litres)
• Weight
• Shelves

610mm
460mm
395mm (+35mm for electronic keylock) 
530mm
380mm
302mm
60 Ltrs
65 KG 
1

Take your home or office security to the next level: 

The Alpha Plus from Chubbsafes is a range of safes providing a higher level of burglary protection.

You store cash, jewellery, valuables and sensitive documents in your home or small office. As a result, you 
want a safe that can deter burglars but a lighter solution is simply not robust enough for your needs. 

This versatile safe features sturdy construction and is easy to install.

• Easy to install for a quick use
• Recommended cash rating of £3,000
• Cost-efficient storage solution for home and small office
• Double-steel-wall construction for an extra layer of protection: 6mm-thick steel door,

3mm-thick steel outer body frame, 2mm-thick steel inner body frame, mineral wool filling,
25mm diameter steel locking bolts

• User-friendly, programmable electronic lock
• Fixing kit allows DIY base or rear fixing of safe to prevent unauthorised removal
• Supplied with removable shelf as standard

£660
Price (Inc. VAT)

Price Includes:
Delivery & Installation

Insurance	Rating
Insurance ratings for security safes can seem quite complicated, but in reality they are quite easily explained:

Safes are not all the same, and some safes are stronger than others. Manufacturers and testing house assess safes 
using expert locksmiths and all manner of tools, up to-and-including explosives and gas cutting equipment. Following 
testing, safes are given a rating which represents how long they are able to resist forced or surreptitious entry, and 
consequently how secure they are.

In the UK this rating is usually expressed as a figure in pounds sterling, and this is called a ‘Cash Rating’. A 
Cash Rating is the level of cover that an insurance underwriter will give to the contents of the safe and can 
generally be multiplied by a factor of 10X for your valuables.

Our	own	in-house	assessment	of	this	particular	safe	is	£3,000	Cash	or	£30,000	Valuables.

It should be noted that ratings differ from Insurer to Insurer and your own circumstances can also influence this rating. 
In many cases the cash rating is only relevant for the purpose of distinguishing between models of safe in order to 
make a more informed purchase. If a specific cash rating has been specified by your insurer you should always check 
that they agree with the rating on this page before purchasing a safe.




